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Abstract

ment with many new kinds of information providers becoming available daily. In such a dynamic environment information agents may appear and disappear at any time. Complete indexing of the Web is even more difficult, sometimes
impossible [lo]. So how to find the relevant information
providers and how to integrate information agents are new
challenges.

The IVorld Wide Web is a vast resource of information and services that continues to grow rapidly. How to
find information providers and how to integrate information
agents in such an open environment are new challenges. In
this pap,?r we present an open multi-agent system, SportsAgents, for information gathering from the World Wide
Web. I,rl this system middleware agents are introduced
to solve the interoperability problem among information
agents. Novels in SportsAgents are an intelligent matchmaking algorithm f o r inferring the service relationships
among information agents, and a Naive Bayesian model
for information agents cooperation forming is given. Information agents use score patterns to extract semi-structured
sports results. All these makes the system open and scalable
to new applications andflexible to organise agents cooperation.

2 Middleware Agents
Intelligent information agents, such as Ahoy
[17],
ShopBot [5] and SportsFinder [14], are programs that assist
people to find specific information from the Web. We can
view these agents as information service providers, which
have the capabilities to find information for users, for example locating a person’s homepage, finding the cheapest
available prices for music CDs, or finding sports results of
a team or a player.
However, for a novice user how to find these services,
and for an information agent how to locate the service
providers and communicate with them to solve its tasks cooperatively are challenges. One of the basic problems facing designers of open, multi-agent systems for the Intemet
is the connection problem - finding the other agents who
might have the information or other capabilities that you
need [3].
A possible solution is a software mediator. A mediator is a software module that exploits encoded knowledge
about some sets or subsets of data to create information for
a higher layer of applications [20]. In [2], a mediator is
an information producing or serving entity in a large-scale
internetworked environment.

1 Introduction
Due to the explosive growth of the World Wide Web,
finding specific information is becoming extremely difficult, sometimes even frustrating. To address this problem, several exciting new technologies have been developed. Search engines, such as Yahoo’, AltaVista*, and Lycos3, are the most popular ones. They compile an index
of the Web manually or automatically using “spiders”. The
index is used to answer users’ queries based on keywords.
The information providers based on search engines are built
distributively over the Web using different languages and architectures. Most of them aim to provide users assistants for
searching for interesting information.
However, the Web is a dynamic changing open environ-

3 SportsAgents System Architecture
SportsAgents is an open multi-agent system to answer
a user’s query about sports, for instance “which is the best

‘http:!/www.yahoo.com
2http://www.altavistaa.com

’http://www.lycos.com
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Figure 1. SportsAgents System Architecture

sports city in Australia?”. In SportsAgents three types of
agents, mediator, information agents and interface agents,
are implemented. The domain of sports results is interesting as it highlights the contrast between the uniformity and
diversity of information on the Web. For example, to find
the best sports city may require the cooperation of different
sports information agents.
In our architecture mediators are introduced to help information agents interact with each other. When an information agent starts, it can register its capability (what kind
of service it can provide) with a mediator. When an information agent receives a query or a subtask within a query
that can not be solved by itself, it can request the mediator to find out other agents that have the capability or a set
of agents who can work cooperatively to provide that service. In Figure 1 the system architecture of SportsAgents is
presented.

Figure 2. Mediator

3.3 Information Agents
Agent is one of the “hot” topics in the information age.
The last ten years have seen a remarkable interest in agent
oriented technology, spanning applications as diverse as information extraction, user interface and network management. Information agents are software programs that inhabit the world of computer events and networks to act on
behalf of their human users to perform laborious information gathering tasks. Briefly an information agent is a program that has the ability to:
express its capability to other agents, e.g. mediator.

3.1 Interface Agents

find certain information from the Web to answer user’s
query using its knowledge about a domain.

An interface agent acts as an interface between the user
and other information agents. It receives a user’s query and
makes a plan to answer this query, and then communicates
with the mediator and other information agents to execute
the plan. The result of the query is also presented to the user
by the interface agent. In Figure 5, can start and quit an information agent via this GUI interface. The relevant debugging and receiving messages are also displayed to users on
this interface.

communicate with other agents using an agent communication language, e.g. KQML.
The recent explosive growth of the World Wide Web provides a wealth of on-line information. This has made critical the need for some sort of intelligent assistant to a user
who is searching for interesting information. Information
agents are becoming popular due to this dramatic need.
In SportsAgents system, all the information agents are
implemented using JACK. JACK is a Java-based multiagent framework developed by Agent Oriented Software
Pty. Ltd. It includes all components of the Java development environment as well as offering specific extensions to
implement agent behaviour [I I]. Following we give a segment code of an information agent:

3.2 Mediator
A mediator is a special kind of information agent acting
as middleware to take as input, a request to find an agent
that provides a service, and returns as output, a list of such
agents and their cooperation relationships. A mediator also
stores the services offered by different agents in the existing
environment, and when a new agent is introduced into the
environment it can register its capability to the mediator, if
this agent wants its service to be used by others. Information agents also can unregister their services to the mediator
when they want to quit the cooperation or exit. We present
a mediator in SportsAgents in Figure 2.

agent InfoAgent extends Agent
{

#handles event InfoEvent;
#uses plan Infoplan;
#sends event RegiEvent rev;
#sends event UnRegiEvent unrev;
#sends event InfoEvent sev;
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can be presented with a very narrow request. Also, there are
various cultural conventions which dictate how the scores
should be displayed. Therefore, it can be seen that whilst
the variety of formats in the sports score domain provide
a great challenge, the uniformity provided by convention
and the unambiguous nature of the results make the domain
a plausible test bed for semi-structured information extraction.
Instead of a fully natural language understanding
method, we use the score patterns to represent and extract
the sports results. It just likes semi understanding of the
text.

#handles event UrlEvent ;
#uses plan Sendplan;
#handles event RegiEvent;
#u:;es plan ReactPlan;
#posts event InfoEvent iev;
#private database Url url ( "url.kb" ) ;
public String Name, Host, Port,
Capability, Ontology;
InEoAgent(String Name, String Host,
String Port, String Capability,
String Ontology)
{

Definition 4.1 (Score Pattern) A score pattern is an abstract expression of sports result using HTML tags and some

. . . . . . .}

void sendto(String to, String cap)

special characters. It characterises the convention of that
sport score.

{.....I
void register(String to, String
name, String host, String port,
String capability)

For example, the HTML source for a soccer result is:
<TR> <TD WIDTH=180> ARSENAL </TD>
< T D WIDTH=50> 5 - 0 </TD>
< T D WIDTH=180> BARNSLEY </TD>
</TR>

{.....I
void unregister(String to, String
name, String host, String port,
String capability)

and we abstract its score pattern as:

{.....I
void find (String country)

Score Pattern::
<TR > <TI, * > TeamA </TI,>
<TD * > ScoreA - ScoreB < / T D >
<TI, * > TeamB </TD >
< / T R>

{.....I
1
The above blocks of codes give us a sense of an information agent's behaviours. When an information agent is
instantiated, it will wait until it experiences an event that it
must respond to. When such an event arises, it determines
what course of action it will take. If the agent already believes that the event has been handled, then it does nothing.
Otherwise, it looks through its plans to find those that are
relevant to the request and then applicable to the situation.
If it has any problems executing this plan, then it looks for
others !hat might apply and keeps cycling through its alternatives until it succeeds or all alternatives are exhausted.

Actually we use some special letters to represnet
TeamA, TeamB, ScoreA and ScoreB. The whole
alphabeta used for score pattern is the English alphabet plus
some special signs, like *, -,and <.
So to extract a sport result, we first scan the HTML score
segment into a pattern using the above alphabeta, let the pattern be P = plpz . .* p n ;then we use the following function
(1) to compare P with each score pattern Pk = pfp; . . .p k
we have already known from previous sporting Web sites.

4 Semi-structuredinformation extraction in
SportsAgents
Sports results are usually published on the Web as semistructured data. They highlight the contrast between the
uniformity and diversity of information on the Web. Its
great popularity and appeal mean that very few generalisations can be made about people who publish sports results
on-line:. Consequently, there is a wide variety of different
formats, languages and convention used on sporting Web
sites world wide. However, this range of formats is mitigated by the fact that the result of sporting contest is a very
unambiguous piece of information, meaning that the agent

k 0 j=o

where s(pi,p:) is the value matrix on score pattern alphabet
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if p: is at the end of a deletion of length 1

We select the score pattern Pk with the maximum value
as a template to extract the sports score.
of PosSim(P,Pk)
For ladder sport results, like golf and cycling, we can compare the similarity between rows in a result table to find the
standing or a team or player.

Identical Service: S1 = S2.
0

0

0

5 Service Matchmaking in SportsAgents

0

One function of a mediator is to provide the information,
such as agent name, port, and capability to query agent, so
that the query agent knows which agents to cooperate with
to solve its problem. We call this process “matchmaking”.

Since each information agent is developed distributively,
their capabilities are different from each other. SportsFinder
[ 141 can find the sports results of golf, cycling, football and
basketball etc. for users; while Ahoy [ 171 is good at locating
people’s homepages. However considering an application
domain, such as sports, there exists a hierarchy relationship
among these information agents. For example, information
agent d can find all the results for Australian football teams,
while agent 13 can only find the results of AFL (Australian
Football League), in this case the service agent B can provide is a subset of agent d , i.e. Service@) c Service(d).

Football

Basketball

5’1 C

S.

Substitute Service: a service SI can be substituted by
service S2, S1 H S2.
Partial Substitute Service: SI n S2

# qi

Reciprocal Service: 3s = SI U S2 A
then SI and S2 are reciprocal with S.

5’1

n S2 = 4,

To find the service relationship between two information
agents, we need a data structure to describe the sports service hierarchy. We use a directed cyclic graph (DCG) to
present the relations between agent services. The nodes in
the graph present the services, and the edges are labelled
with the service relationships. Following in Figure 3, we
give a part of the sports service hierarchy.

5.1 Service Hierarchy

p+J&

Subservice:

5.2 Matchmaking Algorithm
Matchmaking is a process based on a cooperative partnership between information providers and consumers. In
our SportsAgents system, a mediator is introduced to solve
the connection problem, it finds the current available information agents who have the capability that the query agent
(information consumer) is asking for. In case no available
agent can fulfill the query service itself, the mediator will
infer the available services to find a set of available information agents that can cooperate in some way to provide
the query service.
We present the algorithm for service matchmaking in Algorithm 5.1 .

Cricket

6 Cooperation Forming in SportsAgents
Cooperation is often presented as one of the key concepts
which differentiates multi-agent systems from other related
disciplines such as distributed computing, object-oriented
systems, and expert systems [6].To form cooperation in
an open multi-agent environment is extremely difficult. In
SportsAgents we employ Naive Bayesian network to help
information agents form cooperation with others.
A Bayesian network is a directed, acyclic graph that
compactly represents a probability distribution. In such a
graph, each random variable is denoted by a node. A directed edge between two nodes indicates a probabilistic influence from the variable denoted by the parent node to that
of the child.

Figure 3. An Example of Sports Service Hierarchy

Definition 5.1 (Service) A service S =< n, h, T , f > is
any computation provided by an information agent, where
n is the name of this service; h is the host name of this information agent; r is the resource required < a, o > which i
is the input and o is output; and f is the functionality S can
achieve, i.e. f : i + 0.

Definition 6.1 (Combined Service) A combined service is

In this section, we characterise agent service relations.
We use Si to denote the service of information agent Zdi
and a set of sports names and/or competitions names to express what the service is about. For the above example, we
have Service(B)={AFL}.

a service that is achieved by a set of information agents
working cooperatively. We use these information agents’
service names and their cooperation relations to denote the
combined service.
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I Algorithm 5.1 matchmaking(S:

1

For example, a combined service C s
=
A N D ( S 1 , O R ( & , S3), S4) denotes the service that
three information agents Zd1,Zd4, and one of Zdz
and Zd3 working together to provide. From the above
definition we note that the result of our matchmaking
algorithm is a set of combined services.
Following we give the decision making process when an
information agent gets a set of combined services from the
mediator, Naive Bayesian model is employed to choose a
better combined service.
E
Suppose D is the decision to make, Dk
{Accept,Reject}.
Given a set of combined service C S 1 , ...,CSn, for each combined service CS;
we have p ; participating information agents PTA; =
{Zd;l,. ..,ZAipi}.and for each information agent ZA;j
we select m features as F(Zdij) = { F k , ... ,F,y}.
From the Bayes theorem, the probability to make decision Dk under an instance cs of combined services is:

Service, head: Hierar-

chy)
Given S, the service an information agent requests,
agent table AgentTable, which contains the contact
information of currently available information agents, and
the service hierarchy Head. Each node in the service
hierarchy has the following structure:
public class Service extends Vector
String name;
Service up;
Service down;
Service next;

I
this algorithm returns the agents contact information and
their relationships.

is conWe assume that each feature FG, h = 1,. . . , m ,
ditionally independent of every other features. This is
the most restrictive assumptions embodied in the Naive
Bayesian model. Formally this yields:

find =$&e; head = Head;
Agent-found =null; relation = null;

n

if AgentTable.index(S) = true then {
while (AgentTable.query(S) != null) {

P(cs= c S ~ D= Dk) =

P ( c s = CS;lD = Dk) (3)
i=l

Agent-found = Agent-found
ADD AgentTable.query(S);

For each

1

P(cs= cs,(D = Dk), we have

relation =find-relation(S, head);
find = true,

I

1

else

P(cs= cS;)D= Dk) =

C

if head.name N S.name then {
service = head.down;
while (service != null AND 9 n d ) {
matchmaking(S, service);
service = serviceaext;

1

h=l

n x (PZAI
(4)

where

{ :/n

1

if TA;, participates AND in CS;
if TAij participates OR in CS; with q ZAs

Using the above model an information agent can evaluate the result it gets from the mediator and choose a
set of promising service providers, whose probability of
P(Accept(CS = cs) is the greatest, to collaborate with.
This process will improve the performance of single information agent.

eke {
matchmaking($ head.down);
matchmaking(S, head.next);

1

1

j=1

7 Discussion

return Agent-found, relation. 0

In [I], a platform called IMPACT to support multi-agent
interactions is described. The platform provides a set of
servers that facilitate agents interoperability in an application independent manner. In IMPACT, these servers match

Figure 4. MathmakingAlgorithm
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the services within a given distance. The matchmaking algorithm does not consider the relationships among services.
The mediator in our architecture requires an arbitrary
amount of deduction or knowledge to match any given service and request. Consider the example we give in Figure
2. Information agents Tom and Jerry can provide the service of extracting the results of AFL and NRL (National
Rugby League) respectively. However to answer the user's
query "which is the best sports city in Australia?', the agent
must know the result of one of the most popular sports,
Football, of Australia. Unfortunately, none of the current
available information agents has that capability. Using our
matchmaking algorithm, we can infer that Tom and Jerry
can work collaboratively to get the information. So the mediator will reply the request information agent with Tom and
Jerry's contact information as well as their cooperation relationship. This can not be achieved in IMPACT platform.
We believe inference and reasoning abilities are necessary
for mediators to provide intelligent matchmaking. We can
build many domain specific mediators to help finding other
information agents in the specific domain.
At this stage, we embed the agents contact details, such
as agent names, port, and their cooperation relationships
into agent communication language, which we use in SportsAgents is KQML. In the future, we will give a more complex and expressive agent capability description language
for service advertising and requesting.
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Figure 5. A Result of SportsAgents

is employed to help information agents to choose a better
set of partners to cooperate with. In such a way, information agents can improve their capabilities, and information
gathering from the Web becomes more scalable. Our future works are giving a more expressive agent capability
description language, and improving the reasoning ability
of mediator.
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